
Abstract

            Meats and vegetables are two major distinct categories of food products, yet the sonic logos representing their respective attributes remain unexplored. Prior literature has demonstrated that specific musical instruments and foods can be stereotyped based on gender.

While brass instruments and meats share the connotation of masculinity, high-frequency instruments (e.g., flute) and vegetables share the trait of femininity. The current research revealed that sonic logos created with masculine (vs feminine) instrumental timbre are more

closely associated with meats (vs. plant-based foods). These findings provide evidence of the crossmodal linkages between instrumental timbre and composition of foods (e.g., meat, plant) and have managerial implications for the development of sonic brand logos.

 A total of 60 participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and

took part in a one-way within-participants study in which instrumental timbre

was manipulated at two levels (masculine vs. feminine sounding instruments).

They were instructed to listen to fictitious sonic logos played by different

instruments and then select a food item (e.g., meat-based vs. plant-based

meals) that they felt was best suited to each sonic logo. 

Method

Method

This study adds to the extant literature of the crossmodal

correspondence and demonstrate that masculine (vs. feminine)

instrumental timbre is closely associated with meat (vs. vegetable)

products. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to show

how instrumental timbre is linked with meats and vegetables based

on the shared gender-based stereotype. 

 Our findings have clear managerial implications for brand managers 

 seeking a distinctive sonic logo to convey the meat or vegetable

attributes of their associated food products.

 These findings pave the way for further research on how timbre in

sonic logos might similarly help to convey specific and desirable

properties of plant-based meat alternative products.  

 

 

          

Contributions 

Brand sonic logos can convey the masculine or feminine  

(meat vs. salad) nature of food products

Results and Discussion

 

 A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that sonic logos played with masculine (vs.

feminine) sounding instruments were significantly expected to be associated with meat-

based (vegetable-based) meals (Mmasc timbre = 61.40%, SD = 20.63; Mfem timbre =

37.71%; SD = 27.60; z = 4.19, p < .001, r = 0.39). Thus, masculine sonic logos are

expected to suit meat products, while feminine sonic logos are matched to vegetable

products.

       A sonic logo (or brand sound signature) is an essential component of branding that is

specifically designed to express brand identity that other auditory assets (e.g., ambient

background music in their advertisements) typically fail to achieve. Meat and

fruit/vegetables are the two main food categories that serve as important natural sources

of nutrients. Although more people worldwide are slowly converting to a vegan diet,

animal-based foods are not likely to be phased out any time soon. There is now a need to

examine how food corporates can exploit auditory cues to connote features associated

with meats (vs. vegetables) especially when they are substituted by plant-based meat

alternatives The current research therefore aims to investigate how instrumental timbre

present in sonic logos can convey meat and vegetable properties in associated food

products.

     Extant research has demonstrated that brass musical instruments (e.g., tuba, trumpet,

trombone) are male-stereotyped, while high string instruments (e.g., violin) and high

woodwinds (e.g., flute, clarinet, oboe) are female stereotyped (Abeles, 2009; Cramer et

al., 2002; Eros, 2008). Similarly, meats are associated with masculinity, whereas

vegetables and fruits with femininity (Ekebas-Turedi et al., 2020; Jensen & Holm, 1999;

Rozin et al., 2012). According to the shared semantic associations of foods and music, we

hypothesized that sonic logos created with masculine instrumental timbre would be more

associated with meat products. In contrast, those created with feminine instrumental

timbre would be more associated with plant-based products.
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